MODEL 4124
Belt or Chain Drive
Garage Door Opener
Battery Backup Capable

- Smart Garage Capabilities
  Integrated Wi-Fi provides multiple benefits such as:
  » Security – Instantly know if someone is operating
    your garage door without permission
  » Convenience – Open your door for family members,
    deliveries or service providers from anywhere with your
    smart device.
  » Tracking – Know both the date and time of each
    operation of your garage door.
- Powerful, Reliable Performance – Genie’s 140 volt DC
  motor is unique in the industry and operates most properly
  balanced residential sectional doors up to 14’ high. Model
  4124 has an opening speed of up to 9” per second*.
- Battery Backup Capable – Don’t get locked outside
  the garage when the power goes out! The optional
  battery unit can easily be added to your opener.
- GenieSense™ Monitoring – Automatic force profiling and
diagnostic technology improves safety by stopping operation
when significant changes occur.
- Soft Start & Stop Control – DC technology allows your
door to begin and end its movement smoothly instead of
abruptly whenever you operate it, creating less noise and
less wear on the door.
- Motion Detector Lighting – Turns lights on automatically
when you enter the garage for superior convenience and
security. Lights stay on for 4 minutes once you exit garage or
no motion is detected.
- Dependability – The quality built into a Model 4124 is
backed by Limited Lifetime motor and 15-Year belt drive rail
Warranties† (5-Year Warranty for the chain drive rail).

THE GENIE STORY: Genie has a rich history in developing garage
door openers that feature reliability, strength, safety, security, and
convenience. Since 1954, Genie has produced millions of openers that
serve millions of satisfied homeowners every day of every year.
Shouldn’t you have one in your garage? Genie — The Brand You Trust.

*+/- 0.5” per second for sectional doors.
** When compared to industry standard, 12V motors
† Limited non-transferable warranty. See Programming, Operation & Maintenance manual for details.

Model 4124 Connected Pro Series
Features & Benefits

POWER & CONTROL

DC Motor Smart Technology – The DC motor provides quiet operation as well as Soft Start & Stop control. This means the door begins & ends its travel smoothly, not abruptly, which lessens noise as well as wear & tear on the garage door.

C-Channel Rail – Strong rail design helps promote durability and safety. Also conceals the belt (or chain) for better appearance.

Belt or Chain Drive – Choose the belt drive option for quieter operation or chain drive for economical value.

SAFETY

Safe-T-Beam® Non-Contact Reversing System – When objects pass through the infrared beam, the garage door automatically stops closing and reverses open without having to make physical contact with the door.

SECURITY

Intellicode® Access Security System – Prevents thieves from using unauthorized remotes to open your door by always selecting a new code from billions of combinations each time the opener is operated.

Sure-Lock™ Control – Allows you to lock out remote controls and wireless keypad at any time for increased security – also known as a vacation lock.

CONVENIENCE

Motion Detector Lighting – Turns lights on automatically when you enter the garage for superior convenience and security. Lights stay on for 4 minutes once you exit garage or no motion is detected.

Smart Lighting – Two light bulbs positioned at the back of the powerhead provide light where you need it the most. The motion sensor makes certain you are never left in the dark and the light stays on for 4 minutes once opener is activated or sensor is tripped for ample time to get into house. Opener features bright lighting with (2) bulb capability. Genie branded LED light bulbs recommended. (If incandescent bulbs used, 60 watt max). See Genie LED bulb this page for additional details.

Auto-Seek Dual Frequency – The opener automatically uses either 315 or 390 MHz frequency to avoid potential nearby interference, such as military base in aviation with (2) bulb capability. Genie branded LED light bulbs recommended. (If incandescent bulbs used, 60 watt max).

Smart Lighting – Two light bulbs positioned at the back of the powerhead provide light where you need it the most. The motion sensor makes certain you are never left in the dark and the light stays on for 4 minutes once opener is activated or sensor is tripped for ample time to get into house. Opener features bright lighting with (2) bulb capability. Genie branded LED light bulbs recommended. (If incandescent bulbs used, 60 watt max). See Genie LED bulb this page for additional details.

Auto-Seek Dual Frequency – The opener automatically uses either 315 or 390 MHz frequency to avoid potential nearby interference, such as military base

Pre-Programmed Remote – Ready to use out-of-the-box with simple steps to change the programming if so desired.

HomeLink® & Car2U® Compatible – Works with current & ALL previous versions of HomeLink® or Car2U®. No additional external repeater kit or compatibility bridge needed.

6' Power Cord – For high ceiling applications.

Aladdin Connect® INTEGRATED WI-FI CONNECTIVITY

Remotely monitor and control your garage door from almost anywhere with your smart device. Time-based features allow you to set door to automatically close and/or notify after a set length of time, as well as schedule a specific hour and minute to close the door and/or notify when it does. Also allows for multiple individual user accounts so you can provide virtual key access for your garage door to a friend, relative, or service person for a certain time, a range of time, or permanently.

Use the Aladdin Connect app to control any combination of 20 different Genie Wi-Fi integrated garage door openers or standalone Aladdin Connect Door Control Modules.

Convenience Options

Genie® Garage Door Opener LED Bulb

Common LED and CFL bulbs can emit interference to limit the range of garage door remotes. Incandescent light bulbs, which are being phased out due to energy inefficiency, can have their lives shortened by vibration associated with opener operation. The Genie LED bulb solves these and other problems to ensure the garage door opener light doesn’t leave your garage in the dark!

Wireless Keypad

Easy-to-program keypad mounts outside your door to give you convenient code access to your garage, which is great when you are outside without the remote control. Back-lit keypad lets you easily see the numbers & control up to 3 openers. Uses Auto-Seek Dual Frequency (315/390 MHz). Choose a color for the flip-up cover that best complements your home. White is standard, other colors sold separately.

Battery Backup

Add this option and if the power goes out, Genie battery backup power goes on so you don’t have to manually open and close the garage door!

1-Button Remote

Simple yet versatile one-button remote features auto-seek dual frequency. Can be used on a keychain or as a traditional visor style remote. Backward compatible with all Intellicode® equipped Genie garage door openers.

Wireless Wall Console

An attractive wall console that’s completely wireless for flexible placement in the garage. Enjoy the optional pulsing back-light as well as delay button that gives ample time (up to 30 seconds) to exit the garage before the door begins moving. The work light button can turn just the opener’s light on at any time. Compatible with most Genie Intellicode® openers made since 2013.

Your Genie Professional Dealer:
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